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DESIGNING INTERIOR WALLS
In designing a house, tentative interior elevations are developed
along with the floor plans. These cannot be made definite, how-
ever, until the exterior elevations of the house have been designed.
Function directs much of the designing of interior walls, for space
must be devised to suit the furniture, and good circulation deter-
mines the location of doors. Moldings, which are dust-catchers,
are minimized for the sake of function. Beauty can be attained
along with good functioning by proper designing. The five prin-
ciples of design, proportion, balance, emphasis, rhythm, and repeti-
tion, are excellent guides to pleasing appearance.
Proportion applies to the walls and to all the shapes that occur
in them. Height is an important factor in the proportion of walls
and in their expressiveness. High walls are necessary in large
rooms; low walls are desirable in small rooms, especially those of
cottage type.
Proportioning the other architectural features that give character
and interest to rooms requires study. Fireplaces, built-in book-
shelves, corner cupboards, and seats may be ugly or beautiful. A
fireplace must be in scale with the room and have good proportion.
See page 476. A large fireplace is suitable only in a large room
or a rough-textured room; a small fireplace is necessary in a small
room or a room of refined type. It scarcely need be said that gas-
or electric-heated logs or coals do not require built-in fireplaces and
chimneys; such imitations are insincere and should be avoided.
Balance of openings desired in an interior wall may conflict with
the location desired on the exterior of the house. In a compromise
between them usually the exterior balance is considered more nec-
essary for interiors can be balanced by the location of furniture.
Emphasis on some part of a room may be obtained by means of
an important architectural feature. Emphasis on one direction
of line often creates a desired effect,
Rhythm occurs in the relation of doors, windows, and other
architectural features.
Repetition is a factor conducive to unity. For example, built-in
bookshelves, cupboards, and seats should continue the lines of
the doors and windows. The upper line of doors and windows
should be at the same level if possible,

